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Who we are



Mahesh Nattanmai
Chief Business Officer - MTX

Mahesh has over 20 years of public sector experience and has led 
multiple statewide transformation efforts for the State of New 
York (NY). Most recently as the Chief Health Information Officer 
(CIO) for NYS Department of Health, he led the data informed 
COVID response activities for New York State (NYS), including the 
rapid deployment of COVID dashboards and contract tracing 
solution. Prior to this, Mr. Nattanmai was the Executive Deputy 
CIO for the State of NY. As the Chief Business Officer at MTX leads 
Government, Healthcare and Education verticals to improving the 
citizen experience. 

Speaker Bio’s
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Andrew Smith
Chief Technology Innovation Officer - MTX

Andrew has been involved in leading innovation at product and 
innovation companies for over 20 years. With extensive experience 
with emerging technologies he has led the creation of multiple 
enterprise systems that take advantage of rapidly emerging 
technologies in mobile, transportation, healthcare, education, GIS 
and machine learning. As Chief Technology Innovation Officer he 
provides leadership for our products, the technologies they use and 
the approach to applying innovation to customers problems to create 
innovative solutions.



Albany, NY | Frisco, TX | Australia | Jaipur, Hyderabad, India
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Are you ready for Artificial Intelligence?
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● Who we are

● What is AI and Machine Learning? 

● Where can AI be easily implemented?

○ Public Safety & Asset Maintenance

○ Licensing, Permitting & Inspections

○ Community Engagement  Satisfaction 

○ General Operational Workflow Efficiencies 

● Panel Discussion

Speaker: Andrew Smith
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MTX is a cloud consulting group that provides expert guidance, cloud technology solutions, 
and a powerful AI platform that accelerates business performance for public sector agencies. 
MTX works with numerous municipalities, authorities, local and state governments, and 
agencies to deliver digital oversight, strategy, and implementation services that enhance the 
way they conduct business with their stakeholders, workforce, and the public.
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The capacity given by humans to machines to memorize and 

learn from experience, to think and create, to speak, to judge 

and make decisions.

-- Oxford Dictionary

“
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HOW AI CAN BE USED



Doing the work that needs to get done, so humans can focus on the work that matters
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Speaker: Andrew Smith
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Life of an AI Project
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AI Platforms
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Easily Implement AI 



Smart Image Detection
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1. 2. 3. 4.

AI driven detection and analysis of images, videos, and assets to quickly identify and classify 
details, to improve speed to react to conditions and situations.

● Video & object tracking

● Asset detection & condition scoring

● Person / situation detection and analysis

● Integration with case management systems

● Cohort Detection

● Person Tracking

● Vehicle Detection

● Mask Detection

● Social Distance

..And More

● Identify Document type

● View document 

verification info.

● Face Detection

● Detect Explicit Content

● Asset Monitoring

● Workflow process 

improvement

● Interactive street views



Example: Police BOLO for “White Van”
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Asset Detection 
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Benefits - Increase your constituent satisfaction, improve your operational 
efficiency, and reduce your expenses with automatic monitoring of asset conditions, 
assigning condition ratings, and proactively identifying assets in need of repair.

Smart Asset Monitoring 

with Damage Detection
1. Interactive

Street Views

& Assets

2. Condition

Scoring 
3. Customizable 

Reporting
4.

Robust Real-Time 

Analytics &

Dashboards

5. Workflow Process 

Improvements
6. Case Management7.



Road Condition Estimation
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Permits and Licenses
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Make it easy for businesses to apply online for permits and 
licensing and process applications in one centralized 
location.

Permits and
Licenses

Easy-to-use Customizable

Single Source
of Record

Proactive 
Notifications

Key Features:

Document Organization and Collaboration1.

2. Easy Intuitive Interface



Document Verification
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REAL ID:
flag invalid or incorrect 
documents immediately so 
users can resolve issues 
before employees start 
reviewing

1. 2. 3. 4.

Benefits - Process and validate critical documents without human intervention. Get 
answers to your most pressing questions, such as:

● Is the document the correct type (IRS 1040, Driver’s License image, etc.)?

● Does the textual information in the document match the user’s name, address and date of birth?

● Has the document been digitally tampered?

Benefits applications:
verify that documents 
are the correct type for 
the application

Unemployment
Insurance applications:
automate review
of supporting financial 
documents to simplify 
employee reviews

Fraud Detection:
Automatically flag 
instances of image or 
document tampering



ChatBot Application
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Schedule
and Confirm
Testing
Appointments

1. 2. 3. 4.

Benefits - Chatbots enable call deflection, self-service
access to FAQ content and complex workflows that can direct customers toward 
appropriate solutions, such as external websites to schedule meetings or visits or 
directly into video calls with humans or automated systems.

Track Symptoms
Reduce Call Volumes

Locate Nearest
Testing Centers

Provide Relevant
Prevention Messages

Chatbots can be embedded into existing applications and websites or integrated into existing systems. 
Third-party integrations with telephony and
video conferencing solutions provide limitless options for better customer support.



Social Listening / Monitoring 
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Drive business growth by listening in on your customers, clients, competitors and prospects across all 
social media. Create custom business cases and begin deriving insights across domains.

● Monitor brand mentions and social media footprint. 

● Determine key business areas at the intersection.

● Identifies and segregates customer concerns across a range of emotions.

● Identify new sales leads and key accounts.

Configure a set of topics or 
contacts of interest.

Analyse the real time 
insights to derive 
sentiment , intent  and 
entities of focus.

Deep dive into 
demographic filters to 
get more out of the 

insights.

Enable team to explore 
new opportunities, 
monitor competitor PR & 
build robust sales pipelines



Social Network Monitoring



Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
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Enhance your customer and employee experience with an automation technology that anyone 

can use to deploy software bots and execute to any business process. RPA is particularly 

beneficial for processes that have a high human error-rate.

Increase work 

processing speed & 

productivity 

1. Reduce manual 

labor costs
2. Improve accuracy 

and compliance
3. Ensure flexibility and 

scalability
4.

Reduce manual non-

value added steps
5. Enhance your 

customer 

experience

6. .

DIGITAL WORKFORCE THAT PUTS YOUR PRODUCTIVITY ON OVERDRIVE WITH A 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT IN WEEKS.



Resources
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Speaker: Lorem Ispum

Hello World -- Being Human in the Age of Algorithms 

-- Hannah Fry

Government by Algorithm

https://law.stanford.edu/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/ACUS-AI-Report.pdf



To submit a question for our panel, please type it into your webinar dashboard under the QUESTIONS TAB.
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Thank You!


